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The Weather
Today: Rain, sleet, 40°F (4°C) .
Tonight: Flumries, cool, 29°F (-2°C)
Tomorrow: Showers, 40°F (4°C)
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By Daniel C. Stevenson

air tests measured the levels of 36
volatile compounds, including four
commonly associated with gasoline
benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene,
and xylene.
Two rooms were tested, one on
the first floor, and another on the
second floor of the dormitory.
Above normal levels of benzene
were found in the television room
on the first floor, according to Janel.
The affected room will be closed
off and the television will be relocated, according to Associate Dean
for Residence and Campus Activities Andrew M. Eisenmann '75 in a
March 24 letter to MIT residents at
Huntington.

ASSOCIA TE NEWS EDITOR

A leaking petroleum storage tank
near Huntington Hall may have contaminated the air in at least one
room in the dormitory. Air sampling
tests revealed above normal levels
of benzene, a toxic compound in
petroleum.
The tank, located at a gas station
abutting Huntington, was found to
be leaking in 1991 and has since
been removed. However, the petroleum may have contaminated the air
and ground water nearby.

MIT leases over 50 rooms in
Huntington from the Massachusetts
College of Art, which in turn is rentinor the entire hnildicno frntm ite

Wet weather made for slippery driving, causing this traffic mishap
Bldg. 1. None of the car's occupants were injured in the incident;
fortunate.
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By Ramy A. Amaout
ASSCOCA TE NEWS EDITOR

In a departure from the old
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program application process,
summer proposals will be accepted
over a three-week period from April
1-22, according to the summer
UROP guidelines.
With this change, "there is no
advantage to being first - that's
what we're trying to eliminate," said
UROP Director Norma McGavern.
Instead, the UROP approval committee will focus on variety, she
1m a
1a"u. V W -wand
a
said.
"We want proposalssfTofrom
wide range of areas," she said.
As of July 1, the Institute will no
longer be able to waive overhead
and employee benefit costs on
UROP student wages. The new policy, a result of new federal guidelines, will effectively make UROP
students twice as expensive to hire
as before, according to McGavem.
Wages earned through the end of
June will not incur these costs, so
students should save their vacation
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On March 15, an individual posing as a janitor assaulted an employee of the Media Laboratory when
asked for identification. - ·
According to a Campus Police
report, a Media Lab staff member
confronted the individual about a
bulge under his jacket. The individual then struck the staff member in
the face and fled the premises.
The bulge was a laptop computer, an Apple Macintosh Powerbook
belonging to Technical Services,
according to an electronic mail message from Gregory L. Tucker,
research engineer at the Media Lab.
The Powerbook was the only

time for the end of the summer,
according to UROP guidelines. The
UROP office will also give preference to students who work full-time
rather than part-time.
However, beginning July 1,
wages paid out. of sponsored
research funds will be subject to
employee benefit costs of about 40
percent. This sum will then be subjected to overhead expenses of over
50 percent, thereby doubling UROP
costs, McGavern said.
These costs were waived last
year for about 2,500 UROP students
wrho ea.'ed nearly $5 r;illion-last
year, according to McGavem. Overhead costs include physical plant
and administrative services, aitU
employee benefit costs, include
health plans and vacation time.
Though employers usually earmark a portion of their employees'
salaries for employee benefits, the
situation is different for UROP students. Students will "contribute to

item reported stolen, according to

Chief of Campus Police Anne P.
Glavin.
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By Vipul Bhushan
SENIOR EDITOR

The Graduate Student Council will elect
new officers at its next full council meeting
on April 5. There are currently two candidates
each for President nnd Vice President, and
one each for Treasurer and Secretary.
-The GSC full council is composed of the
four officers and representatives from each
degree granting program and each living
group. Any graduate student may run for
office, and nominations remain open until the

election takes place.
Christopher M. Gittins G, the current vice
president, spoke highly of the candidates.
They are all experienced people who seem
committed to graduate student concerns, he
said.
President
Roger G. Kermode G cited his current
work as a chairman of the Activities Committee and his past involvement in undergraduate
student government as qualifying him to be
GSC president. Coming from Australia, he
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ously hurt in the attack, Tucker said.
There has also been a separate
report of a person following a
Media Lab employee into an elevator after hours and gaining access to
the upper floors, according to
Tucker.
However, no formal complaint
of the second incident has been

UROP, Page 14
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CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
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addition,
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site assessment showed that "there
could be some gasoline contamination of the ground water" near Huntington, Janel said.
Huntington, Page 14

Employee Attacked at Media Lab
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owner, Wentworth Institute of
Technology.
The state recently asked Wentworth to conduct the air sampling
tests, according to Felice Janel of
the Wentworth Safety Office. The
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Media Lab.
"Our primary concern ... is that
we don't want individuals running
into confrontations like this fellow
did," Glavin said. "Sometimes,
despite the best laid plans it is difficult" to keep people out, she said.
"If you see somebody who looks
suspicious to you, call us immediately," Glavin said.
These incidents have prompted
Nicholas P. Negroponte '66, director of the Media Lab, to address the
issue of security in the Media Lab.
"As a number of you know, we
are experiencing more and more
crime at the Media Lab," Negroponte said in an electronic message
posted to the media lab. "During the
nine years ... of occupancy of the
Wiesner Building, we have been
blessed with a high degree of safety
and with an absolute minimum of
theft."
Negroponte proposed additions
to the Media Lab's security system,
but he concluded, "In the final
analysis, the only way we can combat this problem is to keep our collective attention high, have our eyes
and ears open, and be alert and
ready to help."

made. "No one has come to us to
say that this incident happened,"
Glavin said. Glavin said that the
Campus Police is in the process of
investigating the March 15 assault.
No suspect identified
"We believe that we have identified the individual responsible,"
Glavin said. But "the hard part is
that the victim cannot positively
identify the suspect," she added.
The Campus Police has received
information identifying the
assailant's vehicle, Glavin said.
"We suspect [the person] had an
idea of where he was going," Glavin
said. "It isn't clear how [the individual] got in the Media Lab," but it
seems that he simply walked in, she
added.
In addition, no other individuals
w..r. mvunu w.o co,,uu ientiy the
assailant. "We've turned over every
stone that we have," Glavin said.
Incident raises safety questions
"We've sent out warnings to
people about the incident and
warned them not to confront suspicious individuals," said Lauren H.
Gallant, administrative officer at the
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feels he can also identify with foreign students' concerns.
Kermodq praised the many activities sponsored by the GSC, but said there was a need
to increase student involvement. Students
become involved with the GSC through two
channels, he said. Some experience or perceive problems, and see the GSC as a vehicle
for solving them. Others are involved in planning and participating in activities.
Kermode also recognizes the problems of
the increasing cost of hiring Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program students and
graduate research assistants.
Stan J. Reiss G lauded the abundance of
GSC-sponsored social activities, but said they
needs-to increase their academic focus, perhaps including providing advice to incoming
students and those writing theses, as well as
sponsoring speakers.
Reiss would also like to increase the
GSC's .presence with the academic departments and to "make it beneficial, to depart-

VIPUL BHUSHAN-THE TECH

GSC, Page 16

GSC officer candidates Joseph J. Bambenek G, Roger G. Kermode G, Patrick S.
Wojdowski G, Susan L. Iprs G, Stan J. Reiss G, and Assef A. Zobian G
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Riht Wina Billionaire Wins
Italian National Elections

PRI Rift Thwarts Selection
Of Presidential Candidate
LOS ANGELES TIMES
MEXICO CITY

One by one, party chiefs, government ministers and potential candidates parade in and out of the presidential mansion, stoic and mute.
Throngs of reporters staked out nearby jostle for a sliver of information, a name. But, as the ritual of consultations continued Monday,
the veil of secrecy did not lift.
Five days have passed since the assassination of Mexico's probable next president, and the ruling party is struggling to name a replacement. The delay in choosing a new candidate has exposed serious rifts
in the ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party, or PRI, and highlights
once again its autocratic, increasingly criticized way of doing things.
Depending on the choice he makes, President Carlos Salinas de
Gortari is faced with a virtual mutiny among party members, from
either old-guard hard-liners or reform-minded progressives.
The assassination last week of Luis Donaldo Colosio shook Mexico's ruling party to the core and has incited a bitter power struggle
that seems certain to leave the PRI bruised and fractured.
Emesto Zedillo, who was Colosio's campaign manager, is rumored
to be the front-runner because he is close to Salinas and could be
counted on to continue Salinas' free-market econrnomic policies.
Party Chairman Fernando Ortiz Arana appears to have the backing of many traditional party stalwarts who have been waging a campaign to boost him and to block Zedillo.

I

By William D. Montalbano

I

ical in more than four decades for a

country convulsed by longstanding
government corruption, Berlusconi's restive, three-party alliance
trounced traditionally dominant centrist parties and outdistanced oncefavored leftists running as a move-

ment of Progressives.
For Italy, installation of a rightwing government would mean
moves toward a streamlined bureaucracy, intensified free-market economics with attendant labor unrest
and, perhaps, evolution toward a
bipolar - left-right - universe.
The rightist government could be
destabilized by internal squabbles,
but italy's democratic institutions
are not at issue and neither are its
commitments to NATO or the European Union.
Projections before dawn Tuesday gave the right substantial pluralities in both the Chamber of
Deputies and the Italian Senate.
Berlusconi's alliance had about 46
percent nationwide for the Chamber
and 40 percent or so for the Senate.
Next in both chambers were the
leftists, led by the former Italian
Communist Party, with 34 percent
or so. Centrist parties, which have
controlled all 52 Italian governments since World War II, were get-

LOS ANGELES TIMES
CARO, EGYPT

The massacre of about 30 Palestinians by a Jewish settler in
Hebron has set back the timetable for a possible lifting of the Arab
boycott against the Israelis, even as the Arab League finds itself
increasingly divided over whether to consider Israel a friend or foe,
officials said Monday.
Foreign ministers of the Arab world, still fractured by the wounds
left by Iraq's 1990 invasion of Kuwait, found themselves at their
101st regular session unable even to agree on who represents a common enemy of the Arabs - though Israel got barely a mention
among possible threats to Arab security.
The conclusion of two days of meetings with no new resolutions
adopted on the Arab boycott, Arab security, or even the issue of a
proposed Arab court of justice reflects the extent to which the Arab
world remains unsettled by the Persian Gulf war and the uncertainty
about how to deal with prospects of a general peace with Israel.
"Relations with Israel have really changed substantially, and we
cannot speak about Israel using the same language we used to use in
the past," said Nagui Ghatrify, spokesman for the foreign ministry of
Egypt, which has urged its Arab neighbors to move toward peaceful
relations with the Jewish state.

Oil prices dropped sharply on world markets Monday, and some
industry analysts predicted further declines could be in store after
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries failed to reduce
production.
The disarray in oil markets was good news for consumers, who
can anticipate relatively low gasoline prices at least until summer,
when demand increases with the vacation driving season. But the fall
in crude prices triggered a dive in stock prices for oil companies, and
for firms in the oil drilling and equipment business.
The price of crude oil for May delivery on the New York Mercantile Exchange closed at $14.08 a barrel Monday, down $1.05. Some
oil industry watchers said they thought the price could fall to $10 or
$12 a barrel, before rising again later in the year.
OPEC ended a two-day meeting in Geneva by retaining the current 24.52 million barrels-a-day ceiling on production for another
nine months. According to news service reports, efforts to lower the
ceiling fell apart because of resistance by Saudi Arabia, the world's
largest oil exporter.

By William Booth
THE IYASHINGTOh' POST
ROCK RUN, ALA.

A cold wind blew across the ravaged hilltops of Alabama Monday
as Bradford Poole, an unshaven
farmer, surveyed his world: his 100year-old farm house gutted; his
daughter's trailer exploded; his
son's new home scattered across the
highway.

WEATHER
I

Chilly times ahead.
By Michael Morgan
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

The last in a series of cyclones will travel northeastward along a
stalled frontal zone along the east coast. With colder air pressing in
from the northwest, most of southern New England stands the chance
of seeing some snowfall from this system. Accumulations should be
light-only because air temperatures will be just above freezing for
most of the event.
Following the passage of the cyclone, clearing skies and chilly
weather will continue. A weak disturbance will pass the area late on
Wednesday and may trigger a few rain or snow showers.
above
,nomall
Thle medium range forecast (6 - 0 days) calls for
precipitation and below normal temperatures.
Today: Cloudy with mixed rain, sleet, and snow, turning to all
snow during the afternoon. High near 40°F (4°C). Winds northnortheast 10-20 mph (16-32 kph).
Tonight: Cloudy with snow tapering to flurries, then partial
clearing. Cool. lw 29°F (-2°C). Winds becoming north-northwest
10-15 mph (16-24 kph).
Tomorrow: Variably cloudy with snow and/or rain showers especially in the afternoon and evening. High around 40°F (4°C). Low
30°F (-1°C).
-
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Repubbilica, a bulwark of Bc lus-

ther will he docilely follow Berius-

coni foes who argued that he had
joined politics principally to
advance business interests that
include the country's largest advertising agency, a chain of supermarkets and Milan - Italy's champion
professional soccer team.
A self-made man who once
worked as a singer on cruise ships,
Berlusconi campaigned in Cold War
terms, portraying himself as a crusader against communism. Early
Tuesday, in what amounted to a victory speech, he told reporters from
his TV networks that "a few months
ago we started with great fear.

coni's lead.
"Berlusconi thinks we are his.
We're not," Bossi said early Tuesday.
For the left, Monday's returns
were one more cruel blow in an
always-a-bridesmaid search for
power. Since World War II, Italian
Communists - now social democratic and renamed the Party of the
Democratic Left - had always finished second to the Christian
Democrats. Monday, when the
Christian Democrats slumped, the
ex-Communists and allied parties
running as Progressives finished
second to Berlusconi's new right.

Tornadoscoand

THE WASHINGTON POST

L

There was a leftist team ready to
take power. We were facing an
uncertain future, moving toward a
(totalitarian) regime."
Berlusconi made clear that he
expected President Oscar Luigi
Scalfaro to ask him to form a government. "We will know how to run
a good government for all Italians,
guaranteeing freedom for all," he
said.
Running with the neo-fascist
National Alliance and the secessionist Northern League, Berlusconi
promised Italians more jobs and
lower taxes under a government
wed to free-market economics, conservative Christian values, controlled immigration and law and
order.
Gianfranco Fini, leader of the
National Alliance, easily won electionr to Parliament Monday, as did
Umberto Bossi, founder of the
League. Although both were aligned
with Berlusconi for the election,
Bossi insists that he will have nothing to do with the neo-fascists. Nei-

At Least 15 Died in Southern

Oil Prices Fall to Near 5-Year Low

I

ROME, MARCH 29

Two months after his debut as a
politician, media billionaire Silvio
Berlusconi led right-wing forces
Monday to an unprecedented victory in Italian national elections,
emerging as the front-runner to
become prime minister.
In elections termed the most crit-

Arabs Hold Off Lifting Israel
Boycott in Wake of Massacre

I

LOSANGELES TIMES

ting about 16 percent - less than
half their traditional vote.
Final returns later Tuesday will
show the extent of Berlusconi's victory, which, one of his three nationwide television channels reported,
may include an absolute majority in
the Senate.
Berlusconi, 57, not only headed
the national campaign of his new
"Forza Italia," or Go, Italy movement but also ran as a candidate,
easily winning a seat in the Chamber of Deputies from central Rome.
His allies also prospered in an
election under new winner-take-all
rules in which 80 percent of candidates were running for the first time.
Among them, movie director Franco
Zeffirelli won a Senate seat in Catania, Sicily. In Naples, Alessandra
Mussolini, granddaughter of former
dictator Benito Mussolini, was reelected to the lower house as candidate of a neo-fascist party allied
with Berlusconi.
"The right has won," glumly
reported the Rome newspaper La

"And we were the lucky ones,"
Poole said.
His family lost three of its
homes, but escaped without death or
injury as Sunday's storm system
ripped across the area. Poole's sons
had lain face down in the basement
of one house, "and they swore they
could feel that twister trying to suck
them out," Poole said.
Sunday saw one of the worst tornado rampages to run through the
South in years, a day when hail the
size of marbles fell in Mississippi,
funnel clouds destroyed churches in
Alabama and brilliant, violent lightning blazed across the Georgia skies.
Before it was all over late in the
day, at least 45 people were deadcrushed by debris churned up by the
twisters, struck by lightning or
drowned by the flood waters borne
of the torrential rains that followed
the tornadoes. Hundreds more were
At the storm's peak, some
150,000 customers around the
region were without power in the
Carolinas, Tennessee, Alabama and
Georgia. Most of the power will be
restored by daybreak Wednesday,
utility officials said.
About 35 tornadoes were reported in the region on Sunday, and
thunderstorms and cold heavy rains
continued today, raising rivers and
causing widespread flooding. Several funnel clouds were spotted Mon-
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day, though none was reported to
have touched down.
The storms roiled through a
stretch of the South known as tornado alley. They continued a pattern,
charted as far back as the 1600s,
that is typical for the Southeast in
the early spring.
As the storm barreled out of Mississippi and crossed Alabama, the
Birmingham weather office issued
21 severe thunder storm warnings
for various counties, one flash flood
warning and 27 tornado warnings.
At 5:45 a.m. (CST) Sunday, the
forecast office in Birmingham
issued a statement that severe conditions were developing. At 10:27
a.m. (CST), the office issued its first
warning of an actual tornado, pinpointed with the aid of a powerful
new Doppler radar system.
The hardest hit region was the
hill county of northeast Alabama,
within a 20-mile radius of Bradford
Poole's farm.
The sirens started ringing at
Anniston Army Depot about a halfhour before the first killer tornado
struck. The depot maintains an elaborate warning system because it has
a quantity of chemical-warfare

"nerve agents" awaiting incineration
in a series of above-ground concrete
bunkers. No chemicals were
released, but the sirens did warn residents in a 9-mile area of the
impending twisters.
The tornado's funnel touched
down on Goshen United Methodist
Church near Piedmont about 11:30
a.m. (CST), blowing out windows,
collapsing the roof and walls on a
pew of children in bright Easter outfits, and killing - among others the 4-year-old daughter of Rev.
Kelly Clem. Survivors said they had
no warning.
About 130 people were in the

Methodist church when the lights
flickered and went out during the
singing of a hymn. Soon after, roaring wind and splintering glass sent
parishioners diving under red-carpeted pews.
One man died outside the church
in a vehicle. Another 20 were killed
inside the church, including six children aged 2 to 12 who were taken
with the others to a nearby temporary morgue at a national guard
facility. At least 80 members of the
Goshen church were injured.
The storm moved on to north
Georgia, where 18 persons were
killed. In the Henderson Mountain
area north of Atlanta, nine died in
Pickens County, including six family members who had gathered
together in a double-wide trailer and
were killed when their home was
thrown 30 yards away from its
moorings.
Later, in Charlotte, N.C., a public
housing project called Boulevard
Homes was "pretty well destroyed"
by a tornado, but none of the residents was killed, according to Mickey Casey of Charlotte Police Department. Two persons, however, died in
North Carolina - one an elderly
man in Charlotte who had gone out
to get his laundry from a backyard
line and was struck by lightning.
Georgia Gov. Zell Miller (D)
declared 12 counties disaster areas,
and Alabama Gov. Jim Folsom Jr.
(D) also toured disaster-stricken
communities and was expected to
call for federal aid.
Miller said 'he had no estimate
for damage yet, but said it would
easily run into the millions. Disaster
relief experts said it would take a
few days to return power and
phones to the hardest hit areas,
though it will be months or years
before the homes are rebuilt
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Analysts Warn of Bear Market
By Brett D. Fromson

Some analysts are hoping this is
no more than a long-awaited correction, a short-term decline in an otherwise rising market that helps to
keep speculative fervor in check.
But if this slide marks the start
of a long, sustained decline in stock
prices - a full-fledged bear market
- it would be bad for the economy,
for federal regulators and for President Clinton, who has largely
enjoyed the benefits of rising stock
prices.
A rising stock market can boost
the economy by making Americans
feel prosperous and more willing to
spend.
Richard McCabe, chief market
analyst for Merrill Lynch & Co., has
told .the firm's clients to expect a
market decline of 15 to 25 percent.
Pessimism is spreading on Wall
Street at a time when the economy
is expanding and corporate profits
are improving, which normally
would make traders bullish.

THE WASHINGTON POST

NEW YORK

Ii
II

With the stock market continuing to fall from its Januaryy peak, a
growing number of Wall Sttreet analysts are warning custome ,rs that a
major correction, if not a 1h
ong-term
market decline, is underwayY.
Those who have joined the pessimists' camp say the reasons
abound for their dim vievw of the
market. They cite rising interest
rates, inflationary expectsations, a
slowdown of mutual fundd money
pouring into stocks, and w ,orldwide
political uncertainties.
Since late January, when it
neared the 4,000 mark, tthe Dow
Jones industrial average h2as fallen
216 points, or 5.4 percent, iincluding
120 points last week and ar other 12
today. Other indexes have fallen as
well. The Nasdaq stock marrket cornposite index, which tracks, smaller
companies, is off about 4 pe rcent.

But many analysts believe stock
prices still are high relative to profits and dividends paid to investors.
Dividends would have to improve
significantly to justify current stock
prices, according to Ned Davis, head
of Ned Davis Research Inc.
Another cause of worry to some
traders is that big professional
investors have been taking profits
on days when stock prices advance
and are buying less aggressively
when prices fall.
"There is no conviction," says
John Bumett, a senior stock trader
at Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette, a
brokerage based in New York City.
"And that is normally associated
with bear markets."
That is why Burnett and others
think the market is primed to fall
further. "Uncertainty leads to selling," he said. Burnett said he
believes the chances that this is a
bear market rather than a correction
are 50-50.

They will discuss steps to control violence and ensure fairness in
South Africa's first democratic eiection next month - as well as
Inkatha's objections to the new constitution under which the balloting
is to be held and Zwelithini's
demand for Zulu sovereignty.
Monday's battles began after
about 10,000 heavily armed Zulus
marched in protest against the election. The Zulus - supporters of
Inkatha - clashed with backers of
the ANC, which is expected to gain
a landslide victory in the vote. It
was the first time in the bloodstained history of the apartheid era
that such a battle had taken place in
downtown Johannesburg.
Until roughly a year ago, the
government and Inkatha were allied
against the ANC. But as the ANC
and government have grown closer
negotiating the final stages of South
Africa's transition to democracy,
Inkatha has felt itself spumed and

THE WASHINGTON POST
JOH!ANNESBURG

Rival black groups killed at
least 18 people in a gun battle in
downtown Johannesburg Monday,
jolting South Africa's delicate
political transformation - and
apparently triggering new efforts at
i

reconciliation.

Gunmen supporting the Inkatha
Freedom Party and the African
National Congress battled for hours
in the canyons between the city's
gleaming skyscrapers, scattering
lunch-time crowds and wounding

hundreds of people.
Shortly afterward,the government announced that a first-ever,
four-way meeting would be held
later this week among President
Frederik W. de Klerk, ANC President Nelson Mandela, Inkatha President Mangosuthu Buthelezi and
Buthelezi's ally, the Zulu tribal king,
Goodwill Zwelithini.
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excellence in teaching. Nomination forms are
available from the GSC office, 50-220, and must be
completed and returned by April 7. Nominations
will also be accepted by e-mail to
gsc-awards@mit.edu.

A project of--the
APPC.
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for Secretary:
Susan Ipri
for Treasurer:
Stan Reiss

Patrick
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Chain!
Stop and Shop on Memorial Drive will be closing
unless the MDC reverses its position on trucks
using Memorial Drive. A MIT student petition in
support of Stop and Shop can be found in
Westgate Tower, Tang, Next House, Edgerton,
Ashdown, and the GSC office. For more info,
contact Brian Reistad, reistad@lcs.mit.edu.
-

Activities Committee Meeting Tuesday March 29 at 17:30 in 50-220.
APPC Meeting Wednesday March 30 at 17:30 in 50-220.
HCA Meeting Tuesday April 11 at 17:30 in 50-220.

Don't miss... Oh, ou alreali
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Ionesco, who had recently suffered from bronchitis, died in his
Paris home during a post-lunch nap, his wife, Rodika, said. For many
years, he had had arthrosis, a disease of joint deterioration.
An allegory protesting totalitarianism, "Rhinoceros" involves
townsfolk in a French village on a quiet Sunday morning who hear
that a rhinoceros is charging through the streets. Illustrating that ordinary people find it difficult to resist the extraordinary, all the characters - except the publisher's clerk, played in America by Wallach
eventually turn into rhinoceroses.
Born in Slatina, Romania, lonesco spent his early childhood in
Paris. He then returned to Romania until his colleagues' bow to Hitler
prompted him to flee permanently to France. Eventually he became a
French citizen.
lonesco worked as a professor of French in Romania, and then for
a publishing house when he moved to France. When lonesco decided
to transform his views on the absurdity of life into plays, his wife
helped supported them by working in a lawyer's office.
Although critics were initially unimpressed when lonesco's first
play, "The Bald Soprano," premiered May 11, 1950, word of mouth
prompted a surge in ticket sales. lonesco was so encouraged he decided
to devote all his time to writing plays as fast as he could turn them out.
Ionesco said he became a writer because literature seemed the
surest path out of "abhorrent anonymity."
Among the trappings of fame he eventually achieved were entry
into the respected Academie Francaise in 1970, the Ingersoll Foundation's annual T.S. Eliot Award for Creative Writing in 1985, and a
commendation from the Los Angeles Theater Alliance in 1983.
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Doing Our Part for the Food
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Eugene lonesco, the Romanian-born playwright who was considered the godfather of the Theater of the Absurd and wrote the genre's
best-known work, "The Rhinoceros," died Monday. He was 81.
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Parent Company Files
For Sale of United Airlines
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United Airlines' parent company set in motion the sale of majority
control to its employees Monday by filing documents with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Investment bankers have valued the package at $170 to $173 a
share. UAL Corp. stock closed Monday at $133.25, up $1.75.
For each share they now hold, shareholders would receive onehalf a share of new United stock, $25.80 in cash, one share of preferred stock with a value of $31.10 and an initial dividend rate of
10.25 percent and unsecured debentures due in 2004 and 2014,
according to the filings. The unsecured debentures, each with a principal amount of $15.55, carry initial interest rates of 9.00 percent and
9.70 percent.
Once the deal is completed, members of the Air Line Pilots Association, the International Association of Machinists and the company's nonunion employees will control at least 53 percent of United,
under an employee stock ownership plan.
Nine of the 12 members of a new United board also were named
Monday, reflecting a balance of interests between the pilots and
machinists. Wall Street analysts have said they expect shareholders to
approve the deal when they finally vote, probably in May.

become an election spoiler.
Political and economic turf wars
between the ANC and Inkatha are
the major cause of the political violence that has claimed 20,000 lives
in South Africa over the past
decade. Each party Monday accused
the other of instigating Monday's
killings, and berated police for not
doing enough to prevent them.
Police confirmed 18 deaths, but
unofficial reports suggested the toll
could be twice that high, with up to
400 wounded, in Monday's battles.
The bulk of the dead were shot in
the streets of Johannesburg's concrete and glass financial district.
Horrified pedestrians sprawled
behind. parked cars and office workers dived under desks or away from
windows.
The shootouts caused chaos,
leaving journalists and other witnesses uncertain where the first
shots had come from or what had
triggered them.
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THE WASHINGTON POST

Johannesburg Battles Kill 18,
Jolt Politicians to Reconciliation
'By Paul Taylor
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of Safe Walk understood this and agreed with
our viewpoint on this matter. We would certainly all agree it is unfortunate, but it is the
safest way to conduct this service for everyThe Tech received a copy of this letter
sake.
one's
addressed to Chief of Campus Police Anne P.
statement that I "will not acknowlYour
Glavin:
there is a problem with the current
that
edge
I called Safe Walk on March 16 around
regarding safe transportation to
situation
10:45 p.m. for an escort from my office, El 5,
is not accurate. First, there
House"
Edgerton
to my dormitory, Edgerton House. Along the
to Edgerton House.
transportation
safe
is
way, the knowledgeable and friendly Safe
Safe Ride stop. I
scheduled
a
is
Edgerton
I
Walk pair explained that they could only take
meet everyone's
not
does
Ride
Safe
that
agree
me to 77 Massachusetts Ave. to wait for Safe
It is not
service.
speedy
for
I
expectations
Ride. They told me that the Chief of Campus
success.
own
its
of
victim
a
it
is
for
speedy,
5
the
that
Police, Anne Glavin, had declared
I Safe Ride was "born" for a variety of reasons
is
Edgerton
minute walk from 77 Mass. to
including: To take the pressure off Campus
"too unsafe for Safe Walk." Contradicting
Police cruiser escorts (we simply could not
elecand
Safe Walk's good-intentioned flyers
handle the volume without 20-minute waits).
on-campus
complete
tronic mail that boast
We had never served the student living groups
of
parts
all
and
House
coverage, Edgerton
in Boston, and everyone wanted faster service.
campus "on the wrong side of the railroad
Safe Ride started with one van, grew to two
tracks" have been excluded.
vans, and then grew to four vans. Each
Since then I have exchanged e-mail with
increase doubled the ridership. We now again
Chief Glavin. Her responses have been fast,
have the problem of vans filling up too fast.
courteous, and informative. Despite my sugAs to the issue of where Safe Ride should
gestions and the suggestions of other Edgerton
go, a student group worked with us on that
Residents, Chief Glavin will not acknowledge
issue to select stops. They also created the
that there is a problem with the current situatime schedule so that students can better pretion regarding safe transportation to Edgerton
dict when Safe Ride will arrive (although a
House.
variety of factors, most beyond our control,
The letters I have received from Edgerton
still cause the schedule to run behind at
residents show there is a problem, even by
times). We continue to have the problem we
Chief Glavin's standards (a 20-minute trip on
have always had: students continually want to
Safe Ride is the limit of reasonability). Everyadd stops to the system but also want fast serone I've discussed this issue with agrees that
vice. These are reasonable wishes, but the
Safe Ride has improved since last year and
reality is that the present structure of Safe
that Safe Walk is a well-intentioned program.
Ride simply can't handle both desires.
Nevertheless, there is not sufficient safe transIs this the right system? Probably not in
portation to Edgerton.
the long run, but neither are there unlimited
Jill Kliger G
funds for this service. A fast, full-fledged bus
service meeting all the desired needs would be
very expensive. A formal committee has
looked into that issue already.
Your belief that students should be able to
go to Campus Police and ask "a cop" for an
The Tech received a copy of this letter
escort to on campus locations across the
addressedto Jill Kliger G:
tracks, on the surface is reasonable. In fact we
I feel 1 must further address some of your
still do escorts in cruisers all over campus and
conclusions as to what you think the Campus
beyond, but we have to limit them so as not to
Police think about this issue, especially since
revert back to duplicating Safe Ride.
you are mistaken in some areas.
As to lighting, Massachusetts Avenue is
First, you should be aware that the Campus
one of the better lit perimeter areas; it is not
Police (myself and two of my staff) trained
perfect, but much of it is city property.
the Safe Walk students (all 50) for this proLighting around Edgerton was upgraded a
ject. The training was reviewed and approved
or so ago -- we will check and see if the
year
by its student leadership - including the
Street side is sufficient or still a probAlbany
geographiissue of boundaries relating to the
lem.
cal areas that Safe Walk would cover.
I am not unsympathetic to your concerns,
What did we tell them? We said that the
but
the solutions are not quite as simple as one
(borboundaries should be the main campus
think. The Safe Walk leadership will be
might
dered by Memorial Drive, Vassar Street,
tracking requests for Safe Walk The
closely
Audrey Street, and Wadsworth Street). We set
has only been in existence for two
service
these boundaries because this is consistent
no understanding of the demands
which
and
nights,
with our crime prevention philosophy
can be drawn for at least a
system
on
the
we have preached for years to the MIT commonth. I will be meeting with its student leadmunity. It is a sad fact, but it is unsafe to walk
ers then.
the campus perimeter and city streets after
Nobody feels more strongly about campus
dark, particularly late at night. Safe Walk
safety and security than I do, but we have to
operates during peak hours of risk: 10 p.m. to
work together in a constructive fashion.
3 a.m. The later the hour, the more isolated
Anne Glavin
the streets and the higher the risk of criminal
Campus Police Chief
victimization.
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If we preach this to the community then
we would be remiss to expect a group of students to walk in the very areas we are cautioning against. Safe Walk students have no public safety responsibility (nor should they).
They are not police and should not attempt to
act as police or anything that looks like a
police or security person. That is not their job.
We never signaled out Edgerton as you
imply. We did set general geographic boundaries knowing that Safe Ride serviced academic buildings and residences outside the

boundaries, i.e., all of Albany Street, MIT
property, the Women's Independent Living
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Eric Richard '95

New House Vice Presidelnt
Jonathan Walton '94
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Bad Winter Stresses
Physical Plant
As the Director of Physical Plant, I cannot
help but comment on Stephanie A. Jenrette's
article ["Snowplows Irk East Campus Residents," March 15] concerning snow removal
in the East Campus. While I strongly embrace
Jenrette's freedom to express her opinion and
criticize basic services, I cannot help but be
offended by her tone and lack of objectivity. I
am equally disturbed that The Tech would
print what clearly appears to be a humorless
and offensive "bashing." At MIT there should
be no room for bashing of any kind, be it
racial, gender, or intellectual.
We have just experienced the worst winter
in history, certainly in terms of snowfall. During the entire winter the Institute remained
open and operating as usual. This placed a
tremendous burden on our service workers to
keep pathways, roadways, garages, etc., clear
enough for students, faculty, and staff to get to
work or school and to get around campus. The
fact that Jenrette raised about "metal scraping

The Tech received a copy of this letter
addressed to Lawrence Maguire, director of
the Office of Housing andFood Services:
New House residents have been complaining to the New House government about a
couple aspects of the new key-card system.
First, although we appreciate the safety
issues, it seems rather awkward to have no way
of unlocking the courtyard doors from outside.

IL,
LGs at

any time of day or night, we feel the key-cards
should give them access to the dorm.
Furthermore, the front door unlocking
mechanism seems to be unreliable. On several
occasions the door has refused to unlock both
from outside with the card reader and from
inside with the buzzer. Some residents fear
that these difficulties could occur late at night
or at other times when a person isn't there to
push the door open. Recent power cuts on
campus have also raised the question of the
reliability of the system should the dormitory
lose power. Although we realize that technology is often susceptible to trouble, we want
the system operate as reliably as possible, and
wonder if there aren't more steps which canr
be taken to guard against these troubles.
Diana Bancila '95

New House President

New House Seeks
Reliable Key-cards
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Glavin Responds
To SafeWalk Concerns
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iI past years, the courtyards have been used for
In
I
sports and social activities, which are
numerous
I
hampered by the fact that the doors can no
now
i
be opened from the outside, not even
longer
I
with
the key-cards. In the winter, this discourages people from using the courtyards entirely.
In the summer, we fear that people will leave
1 doors open. No doubt some will accidentalthe
ly remain open and "undesirables" will wander
in from the streets as they have in the past. FurI
thermore,
should anyone be accidentally
trapped in a courtyard, their only options would
be to climb the wall onto Memorial Drive (a
feat not all residents can manage) or to pound
I
on
a door until someone lets them in. If this
becomes a common occurrence, students might
let in "undesirables" by accident, mistaking
them for residents trapped outside. Given this
problem we would suggest that key-cards be
installed on the court-yards, or that the DRA
key locks be reinstalled.
Second, as New House is the only dorm to
house Independent Living Groups, we are
faced with a unique dilemma. These ILGs consist of both New House residents and non-resident members. Under the new key-card system,
non-resident members cannot gain access to the
dorm without the help of another individual, be
it the front desk, night watch, or Campus
Police. We question whether the real intent of
the key-card system is to protect residents from
fellow MIT students rather than from unwelcome outsiders. Since the ILGs give these non-

I Group, Random Hall, etc. The student leaders

SafeWalk Not
Adequate for Edgerton
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days before the date of publication.
Letters and cartoons must bear the author's signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No
letter or cartoon will be printed anonymously without the express
prior approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or
condense letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority. Once
submitted, all letters become property of The Tech, and will not be
returned. We regret we cannot publish all of the letters we receive.
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DEPARTMENT OF
MATERIALS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING

PART-TIME STUDENT TELEPHONE FUNDRAISERS NEEDED
$8.00/hour

I

TITF

M.M.M-J M. MI

Monday-Thursday 6:00-10:00pm and Sunday 3:00-9:00pm. Students will be
required to select a minimum of 8 calling hours each week.
EMPLOYMENT TERM:

OPEN HOUSE

End of March-Early May

FOR FRFSHMEN AND UNDESIGNATED SOPHOMORES

The Student Telephone Fundraiser will be responsible for contacting MIT
constituents by telephone for the purposes of soliciting support/gifts for AMITs
Annual Fund. Students will be contacting both graduate and undergraduate
alumni throughout the country by telephone and generating interest in supporting
MI''s Annual Fund. Student Callers will be required to schedule and work a
minimum of 8 hours each week. Callers will be expected to meet both quality and
quantity calling standards of the program. Student callers will participate in an
initial training program which will include information about the MIT Annual Fund
and how to execute effective telephone filndraising calls. Calling shifts will be
held at Building 10-110.
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March 29, 30, and 31, 1994
12:00 Noon - 1:00 P.M.
Chipman Room, 8-314

Minimum Requirements

b

f.'

Current MIT students. Articulate; excellent telephone communication skills;
performance and goal oriented.
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LUNCH

Qualified Candidates:
Leave message for Marilyn Sllversteln at 252-1608
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"The Department of Materials Science and
Engineering: A Student Perspective"

,or

y
y
X

Organized and conducted by the undergraduates
in the Department of Materials Science and
Engineering. Students only -- meetfaculty on
March 30 and 31.
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"Materials Science and Engineering: The World
Beyond M.I.T."

3*4.92-3170
..

I

PLEASE
JOIN
US!!
_
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Professor Merton C. Flemings
Departmanent Head

Monday - Thursday, 11:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Friday- Saturday, 11:30 a.m. to 1 1:00 p.m.
Closed Sunday

~

ivdMlLU

Four faculty describe the major materials classes.

FREE DELIVERY TO THE M.I.T. CAMPUS - $10 MLNIMUM
Luncheon Specials served daily, 11:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., starting at $2.95
Special Dinner Plate just $4.95 all day long
10% OFF FOR STUDENTS WITH AVALID I.D.
(for dine-in dinners only; $10 minimum purchase)

492-31I 79

l-IIl;

Polymers: A Faculty Perspective"

302 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Orders to go, or dining in
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MacintoshLC475 480,Apple ColorPlus 14"Display, Apple Extended KeyboardII,PLUS the Apple SleWriter .

e

Only $1,555 after $100 rebate!
i

I;

;!'
't

Right now, when you buy an already affordable Macintosh' LC 475 with
an Apple' StyleWriter9II or LaserWriter,' you'll receive a $100 mail-in rebate

mance inthe future, ifyou need it. But that's not all. You'll also take home
seven popular software programs while supplies last. That's a complete

from Apple.' That's a hundred bucks now on a computer with fast 040
performance. Plus the Macintosh LC 475 isupgradable to PowerPC" perfor-

Macintosh system with a lot of goodies, at a really unbeatable price. So,
what are you waiting for? College may last four years, but this offer won't.

G

Apple

MIT Computer Connection, Student Center, Lower level
253-7686, mcc mit.edu

I

E

*Price above does not include tax.

!

'Offer alidthro!gh3/31/94orIhilesupplieslast. SeeorArr.uboriuh
ed Aple Campus Resellerfordetais. Ofer voiduwhereprohibited b; lau. ©1994.Aple Conmputer. Inc. l rqhi resenl.Apple, twh.4pple logo. LaertHer.
llncinltoshan SSh'le\irter are registered radenrarksqof pple Computer. Inc. Pou-erPCisahremark of InterntionalBtusiness.IancbriesCorporation,iwsedwis(ner license therefrom.
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Spring into The Coop and save on all the things you need for
Eastertime, Springtime, anytime. You'll find values all through the store.
Take an Additional

Ticketed Price
on All Domestics,
Housewares & Home
Furnishings on Our
Lower Level

All r_I W9AmA1rW-CAN IC

Merchandise Including:
> Men's & Women's Fashions
> Intimate Apparel

> All Comforters, Sheets, Towels, Pillows,
Mattress Pads & More!
> All Cookware, Small Electrics, Lamps.
Clocks, Closet Organizers & More!
I

All Double Matted
Framed Fine Art Prints

Take an A ditional

Dramatic decorator prints in a wide choice
F1

I

or classic and contemporary subjects.
Reg. $50-$100
Now $35-$75
vM..

oa.mwy ,=wImBay

alm..

au.

I®0% Discounted

I
I

Travel Books
Including: Help, Let It Be, Abbey Road,
Hard Days Night, Yellow Submarine,
Magical Myste
/
ry Toujr & NMore!
I

20th
Sale Ends.IJ
.L A A. .pril

Sale Ends April 20th

I

LETS GO EUROPE 1994
Publishers Price $18.99
Everyday Value Price $17.09
NMOW $14.53

&8sTapes

AlB Beatles C

r

F
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.

All '94 Calendars in

Our Book Department

off Ticketed Price on All
AiWA Personal Headphone
Stereo Cassette Players
Reg. $49. 99-$79. 99
nods

$39.99-$69.99

Sale ends April 2, 1994.
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books in Stationery.
The Coop at Harvard Square
,-ambridge
Books, Prints, Music Main Building
Mon-Sat 9:1on-Sat9:5-9:00
5-9:00
Mon-Sat
Mon-Sat 9:15-7:00
9:15-7:00
Sun 12:00-6:00
TutThur til'9:00
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12:00-6:00
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The Coop at
Kendall Square
3 Cambridge Center
3CmrdeCne
Mon-Fri 8:45-7:00
Thur til' 8:30
Sat 9:15-6:00

The Coop at
Longwood
3 Ln oodv
3 ogoc
ie
.Mon-Fri
9:15-7:00
Thur Til' 8:30
Sat 9:15-6:00
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Letters Tb The Editor
Letters, fTom Page 4

There must always be room for constructiveICiiticisx ill this academic setting. As a
department we welcome it. However as director of this department I neither welcome nor
condone what I see as a lack of respect for
service workers whose intentions and actions
were truly heroic in many instances. I have
spoken with a number of them. They are confused and offended, and they have a right to
be.
V. V. Sirianni
Director
MIT PhysicalPlant

concrete" must mean that we were successful.
Though she derides this fact, many others
applaud it. Physical Plant workers were not
plotting to irritate East Campus residents. On
the contrary, they worked throughout the
night and into the morning hours to ensure
that the Institute could remain open. There
were at least five nights this past winter when
these individuals never went home, but
worked throughout the night and the entire
next day.
Removing snow on campus is a welldefined process with clear priorities that were
continually met throughout this past winter. I
encourage anyone to meet with me or Robert
Hagerty, manager of Grounds Services, to
review it. Most importantly I would have
hoped that Jenrette's complaints would have
come to our attention early on. We could then
have addressed them in a reasonable fashion
and shared information as to why things are
done in a certain way.

i
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Grounds Services
Provides Safe Conditions
The winter of 1994 is special in everyone's
mind. While the sound of back-up alarms and
plow blades clearing snow and ice can be disturbing, they are both necessary for the snow
removal process and providing safe conditions
for the community. During a snow storm, the

mission of the Grounds Services Department
is to keep parking areas, roadways, and waikways open for the entire community. During
this process the Medical Department, Campus
Police, handicapped ramps, emergency telephones, fire hydrants, parking areas, and the
main buildings are the first areas to be opened
up. While these areas are being cleared, we
open general access areas, walkways, stairs,
and adjoining city areas if we know they will
not be cleared.
Once the campus is opened up, there is an
ongoing process of making sure emergency
areas and handicapped ramps are kept clear.
After a storm we begin the process of
pushing back snow to make room if another
storm should develop. At this point, if good
weather continues, we begin to haul snow
piles away. Areas that are critical to keeping
the Institute operating are done first. Then we
begin clearing drains and removing snow
from parking lots and garage roofs.
The campus encompasses over 150 acres,
and is surrounded by city. Grounds Services

has only 44 employees and operates only one
shift. Add to this the fact that a snow storm

can start at any time, and you begin to understand why it is so difficult to satisfy everyone.
The Grounds Services Department regrets
any inconveniences you may have encountered this winter, but our efforts were directed
to keeping the Institute open and operating
and providing safe conditions for the community and visitors to our campus.
Robert Hagerty
Director
MIT Grounds Services
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We need someone to
fill a unique job opening.
Someone to spend
two years in another
country. To live and work
in another culture. To
learn a new language and
acquire new skills.
We need someone
who wants to help improve other people's lives.
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Who's anxious to build
lasting friendships. To
gain memories and experience that will last a
lifetime. And a sense of
fulfillment few jobs can
match.
We need a Peace Corps
volunteer. Interested?
The first step is easy.
Call 1-800-424-8580,

Ext. 93.

At 4.5 lbs.,

Canon's TypestarT™ 10 and 220 may
I ~ be lightweight, but they're heavyweights in
the world of portable typewriters.
They print crisp, clean characters sure to

I

hI

impress the most demanding professors.
And they have automatic features
like word and character delete,

PeaceCorps.
ARe tou

even a built-in spell checker/corrector so you don't
have to drag along a dictionary.
What's more, their non-impact printing lets
you take them to quiet places such as the library.
And because they can also run on batteries, you
can even take them to the park.
To find out where you can
pick up a Typestar personal
typewriter of your own, call

e.t o y_.'!! ever love.

I

I
I

underlining and centering to make
it easier to create better looking
papers. On the Typestar 220, there's

Typestar 10

Typestar 220

1-800-4321-HOP.
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wonts challenge audience and musicians

ilern
MIT CONCERT BAND
Kresge A4 uditorium.
March 11.
By Jonathan Yates

he word "band" conjures up an image
of mediocre musicians playing marches and other simplistic music not worthy of serious musical consideration.
The Concert Band's performance on March
11, however, makes a fine exception to this
stereotype. The band performed an exciting
collection of intellectually and musically challenging contemporary works for wind ensemble. Indeed, the selections did not include a
single piece of music that might be regarded
as simplistic.
All but one of the composers was present
at the performance, and two of them conducted their own pieces. This concert was also
notable for featuring talented students in key
roles, a service that few college music groups
are so willing to pay to the members of their
own musical communities.
The program opened with Canto III, a

piece by Professor John Bavicchi '44, a faculty member at the Berklee College of Music
and long time associate of the Concert Band.
The work was interesting, but difficult to follow on a first listening. Like so many works of
contemporary music, it included occasional
passages which were written and orchestrated

-

in an obviously non-intuitive way. Such challenging and non-idiomatic writing was
responsible for several moments of bad intonation from the band during its performance
of Canto II.
The Concert Band then performed Prelude
for Euphonium and Band, a two-movement
piece by Professor Jack Jarret, another local
area composer from the Berklee College of
Music. Jarret conducted this performance
himself. While his baton technique was often
stiff. he held the band firmly in control. The
players seemed to play for him with a level of
care and discipline unequaled elsewhere on
the program. Both movements were light,
tonal, and more than any other piece on the
program, immediately enjoyable.
The euphonium solo was played quite well
by Wayne Baumgartner '96. The piece features very lyrical writing for the euphonium in
a range far higher than that which is standard
for the instrument. Baumgartner handled the
challenge of this uncharacteristically high passage work easily, and made the euphonium,
often a cumbersome instrument, sound melodic and graceful in its highest register. Even so,
he sometimes seemed unable to overcome
these technical challenges to play the solo part
with the warmth, expression, and attention to
phrasing it demanded.
The final piece before intermission was the

poser, Paul Dickinson, currently a graduate
student at Northwestern University, wrote this
wonderful and expansive symphony at the age

Symphonyfor Wind Instruments, a 30-minute-

the Mass, a textless five-movement setting of
the full Mass Ordinary by Adrian Childs '94.

long work in its Boston premiere. The cornm-

--

of 19.

Alan Pierson '96 conducted the performance in the Bernstein tradition, and was as
much a visual delight to the audience as a
leader to the performers. His passionate physical expression drew out the many contrasting
feelings of the piece, and he communicated to
both the audience and the performers the full
gambit of emotions present in this excellent
work.
Even where the band struggled with the
technical demands of this challenging and
massive piece, particularly in the third movement's double fugue, Pierson's panache captured the spirit of the work: haunting and
melancholy at one moment, boisterous and
light by the next.
The Band performed exceedingly well in
the thrilling and furious second movement,
which featured some excellent performances
from the percussion section, and Pierson managed to keep the excitement and energy
climbing until the last note. I felt that his performance of the Symphony was the finest
moment of the program; judging from the
audience's response, I was not alone in this
assessment.
The second half of the concert opened with

--

--

-

The composition was a fascinating combination of ideas gleaned from the composer's
study of the Medieval Mass, and his use of
compositional techniques of 20th century
music.

In this sophisticated work, Childs achieved
a variety of effective textures, especially the
contrast between passages which featured several solo players and sections for the entire
ensemble. Childs ingeniously found ways to
subtly weave the opening "Kyrie" theme
throughout all five movements. Although
some of the solo players lacked polish, the
band performed well here under the composer's baton.
For a finale, the Band performed "Three
Sussex Sketches," by Jeffrey Bishop. This
piece was the least intelligently composed of
the works on the program. The orchestration
often seemed ineffective and hashed together.
As in the first piece, the band was unable to
effectively handle some of the most difficult
writing. However, with its use of familiar
tunes and special effects involving off-stage
players and unusua instriUments

sv'ounds, it

served as a rousing finish to a truly excellent
concert.
This performance demonstrates the wealth
of musical talent present at MIT, and it is to
the credit of Director John Corley that he has
chosen to provide an atmosphere where this
talent can flourish.
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AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.

London .................... $415
Paris .......................... 525
Frankfurt ................... 52S
Milan ........................ S85
Copenhagen .............. 610
Athens ....................... 659
Madrid ...................... 625
Eurail passes from ......... 198

There's a Ford or Mercury Just kie You*...
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own. o.

All fares Roundtrip from Boston. Tax not
included. Some restrictions apply.

· $400 Cash Back or * a Special Finance Rate*
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lot about who you are. So why not say you're
one of the most exciting, fun-loving, even
sensible people going? In other words, why not
say it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?

I

Now's the perfect time to make a personal
statement-because the 1994 Ford & Mercury
College Graduate Purchase Program** gives
you your choice of $400 cash back or a
special finance rate* when you buy a new
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle and get
$400 cash back!

I:r
Pic

rrI rri;t

rain ~ffnr ,,rU ifio'ri >rnriinfc

pre-approved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRP
whichever is lower, which could mean no down
payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days in most
states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).

STA TRAVEL

NWe've been there.

617-76-

4623

65 MT. AUBURN STREET

So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask about
the College Graduate Purchase Program. (It's a
terrific way to show the world just how smart
you really are!)

CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138
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*Speciol Finance rate alternative and Ford Credit programs not available on leases
beyi rluv
urlrleu in graduate school, between i/i/94 and
**To be eli-gible, you must graduate w,th o bachelor's 01 oioluuui,
9/30/94 This program Is In addition to all other national customer Incent.ves, except for other Ford private offers, including the
Young Buyer Program. You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/1/94 and 9/30/95 Some customer and vehicle
restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details
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Outgoing, goal-oriented
student needed for marketing
position. Learn management
skills And marketing strategies while implementing oncampus promotions.
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* Excellent pay

I

* Flexible hours
* All work on campus
|
* For the 1994-95
school year
* Expense paid training
conference
EBiIT1

For more information,
call the Event
Marketing Department
at 1-800-487-2434
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More
than
merely music,a gamelan
is an experience
^
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ZIPORYN BRINGS JAVA TO BOSTON
By Christopher Chiu

,

STAFFREPORTER

f

you look in Webster's Dictionary, you
will find the following entry:
garnelan Vgam-e-,lan\ n. [Jav] 1: a
Javanese instrument resembling the xylophone 2: a flute, string, and percussion orchestra of southeast Asia.
Most people would find that to be an adequate explanation. This would be a pity, for in
reality, this definition is far from complete. A
gamelan is an orchestra, and more. With the
rv-n ~~help
of Professor

S1
feature

Evan Ziporyn and

t-----I-V
Aaron Woolsey
'95, here is a more complete outline of just
what a gamelan is.
Let's start with this second part of the original definition, which says that a gamelan is
an orchestra. It is native to Indonesia, and
I
' includes several key instruments: two gongs,
20 metallophones, two drummers, a beatkeeper, and a dancer (optional). In order to understand what part each instrument plays in this
orchestra, however, you have to understand
some of the ground rules - the structure of
the music, to be exact.
t '
This is where the definition of a gamelan
requires some expansion. The music played in
a gamelan is quite different from most forms
of Western music. For one thing, Western
music tends to be linear and highly rigid in
structure. A piano sonata, for example, consists of a primary theme (exposition), a development group where the theme is broken
down and expanded upon, a restatement of the

r
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typical rock/pop song will have a verse
section, a bridge, a chorus, a solo section, and the
chorus all over again. What is important is
that the order is not easily changed in either of
these pieces; this is not the case with the
gamelan.
The music played by a gamelan is cyclical.
It is much like a palindrome: it can be played
backwards or forwards and still sound the
same. This is because each piece is balanced;
the melody or theme that begins the piece will
also be the melody that ends the composition.
Any idea that is played in an earlier part of the
piece will be repeated during a later portion.
Repetition is a very important part of this
musical form, much more so than in Western
music. This repetition comes in cycles that are
delineated by the gongs. Much as the rising
and setting of the sun mark the start and the
end of a day, so the gongs mark when a theme
will be played or repeated, depending upon
where the ensemble is during the course of a

piece.

The metallophones are much like xylophones, only they are all set to different registers and are tuned in pentatonic scales. The
lower metallophones provide the core melody,
while the higher ones play parts that revolve
around this central theme. The highest two
metallophones have their own special relationship; their melodies often interlock, with
each playing alternating notes. In this way
these two instruments may sound like just one
instrument, played twice as fast.
This arrangement of the metallophones
points to another chief characteristic of games

lan music: stratification. Each instrument has
its own patttenl

to play, but some instruments

are more important than others. In this case,
the metallophones in the lower registers take
precedent over their higher tuned counterparts.
The drums take this idea of stratification
one step further. Their playing affects the volume level of the ensemble. If they speed up,
the gamelan must get louder; if they slow
down, then the ensemble must get softer. Furthermore, if the drummer stops, so must the
orchestra. Thus the metallophone players must
pay very close attention to the drummer; otherwise the gamelan may get out of control. In
theory, the dnrummers provide a link between
the metallophones and the dancer, who only
appears in some pieces.
One instrument that is always present,
however, is the beatkeeper. His role is vital to
the gamelan, for he,. even more than the
gongs, keeps the tempo. No matter how fast,
slow, loud, or soft the orchestra gets, he must
keep the beat constant. He is like the atomic
clocks against which all other clocks are set;
everyone includin\g the drummers must pay
attention to his pattern. A good beatkeeper is
absolutely essential to the group. If he fails,
the whole ensemble will not only fall into
chaos, but will grind to a halt - and with
frightening swiftness.
At last, we come to the dancer. The primary responsibility of the dancer is to serve as a
liaison between the group and the audience.

He often tries to provoke his audience to
respond to him. This behavior often takes the
form of a play, generally based on a well

--

known story or fairy tale. However, this fable
may be warped or altered to include current
events, extra details, or even jokes, all for the
entertainment of the audience.
Furthermore, the audience is not limited to
simply watching the performance. When the
gamelan performs, it is usually done outdoors,
in an informal atmosphere, so the audience
may bring food and drink, bask in the sun,
laugh at the dancer's inside jokes, or converse
with fellow listeners - a truly enjoyable
experience.

Thus, through the dancer's role we can see
the one final distinction between Western
music and gamelan music. In the West, most
musical performances are non-interactive; the
audience is expected to be passive and to
remain silent until the concert has ended. For
example, in a piano recital, the audience does
nothing but look at the pianist until he is finished. Any other action, such as eating or
laughing, is considered rude and inappropriate.
This then is a more complete description
of a gamelan, but words cannot explain the
power of this orchestra and its performances.
To fully understand the gamelan and its
music, you must go to a concert and experience everything for yourself. MIT pow has its
own gamelan named Galak Tika - one of
only a handful of such groups outside of
Indonesian -- led by Professor ;iporyn. This
ensemble was formed only three years ago,
and their next concert will be at 8 p.m. on
March 30 in Wellesley's Jewitt Center. Check
them out!
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GRADUATE TEACHING AWARDS
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GRADUATE STUDENTS, PROMOTE EXCELLENCE !!!
NOMINATE YOUR FAVORITE PROFESSOR OR TA!!!

m
I

The time to submit nominations for the GSC Graduate Teaching Awards is now! Every year the Graduate
Student Council presents awards to professors in each school (Architecture, Humanities, Engineering,

*TURNIEDE

Management, Science) for their excellence in the teaching of graduate students. For the first time, the GSC is also

seeking the nominations of graduate student teaching assistants who deserve special recognition for their
service in graduate courses (listed as G and/or H in the course catalog).
Have a say in recognizing those professors and teaching assistants who have made an outstanding contribution to
your graduate education! To nominate a professor or teaching assistant, please fill out this form and provide a
statement below to support your nomination, attaching additional sheets if necessary. Providing specific
information regarding the ways in which the instructor was effective, i.e. in lecture, recitation, and/or office hours,
would be especially helpful and beneficial to your nominee. Specific examples supporting the qualities cited in
your nomination would also be helpful.

J&N.l'SOw.,
0AND0'. .
:SOMETIMES'

I

Simply mail the completed form to the GSC, Room 50-222, or send your nomination by e-mail to
gsc-awards@mit with all relevant information. All nominations must be received by Thursday, April 7.
Inquiries can be made via e-mail to gsc-awards@mit. Nominations will be accepted for courses taught in the
following three terms: Spring 1993, Fall 1993, and Spring 1994.
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Type of Instructor:
(Circle one)
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TA

Name/Number of Class:
Term when class was held:
(Circle one)
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Spring '94
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Please use back of this page or attach additional pages if needed. Thank you for your nomination.
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Part Time Job Opportunity
$12EOURtStudent Phonathon Supervisors Neede1dd
Will manage student fundraisers to contact the constituents of MIT by telephone to solicit
funds on behalf of the MIT Alumni Fund. Responsible for supervising students on a
nightly basis and for maintaining an adequate number of trained callers performing at
levels in accordance with nightly calling objectives. Responsible for monitoring calling
sessions for the project, coaching callers, and assisting in development of related

statistical work and training materials.

lTONS loTRAsEfOW I#TIEA¢TINE C.OMfEDY

TICK 7TS ONLY $ 0

Recommended Qualifications:
* Supervisory experience.
v
Demonstrated problem-solving abilities.
· Strong interpersonal and leadership skills.
* Strong quantitative skills.
v Familiarity with computerized databases.
v Strong organizational skills.
· Flexibility in working hours.
* Ability to organize and prioritize work.
· Ability to manage and motivate employees performing result-oriented tasks with
standardized goals.

EVERY WEIESsIY 8Y
RPM'RF

UROP
MIT Laboratory for Computer Science
UROP Summer Studies Program, 1994
This summer program is intended for undergraduate students
who are interested in participating in research projects in the
Laboratory for Computer Science. Although no prior experience is
necessary, pay under this UROP Summer Studies Program is
commensurate with experience, and the program is open to all
undergraduates not currently or formally associated with the
Laboratory. Students are expected to continue work in the fall
semester (either for credit or for pay). We hope to identify creative
and energetic undergraduate students interested in computer

covering all student calling shifts throughout this project. Calling shifts will be held on

Sunday from 3-9pnm and on Monday-Thursdays from 6-lOpm. Supervisors will be
expected to arrive 30 minutes prior to each calling shift to set up for the nightly calling
-I;I

kne

expororte

tno ctyr

'n minutes after

oallino tn comnlete nightlv reports.

science and to encourage their development.

Supervisors will also be required to attend weekly staff meetings that will take place at a
mutually convenient time. Each supervisor will be expected to work an average of 15
hours per week beginning at the end of March and continuing until early May.
Supervisors will be paid at a rate of $12.00 per hour.

Friday, April I, 1994, NE43-518 4:00 pm
If you are unable to attend but are still interested in the program.
send e-mail to melissa@hq.lcs.mit.edu.

--

calling work force is exclusively made up of part-time students whose priority is
education, a great deal of supervision and motivation is required to maintain a positive
and productive environment. This work is done primarily in the evening and weekends
and demands a flexible approach, coim-on to goal-oriented managers.
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Cello Concerto
by John Harbison
MIT Professor of Music &

Pulitzer Prize-winning composer
written for and performed by

For Excellence in Humanistic Scholarship
by
MIT Undergraduates

I

-

Boston Symphony Orchestra
Open Rehearsal

THE I. AUSTIN KELLY III PRIZES
1993-1994

I

-

The Council for the Arts at MIT
offers a free excursion to:

Qualified candidates:
Leave message for Marilyn Silverstein at 252-1608

r

An information

meeting will be held:

Supervision of student telephone fundraisers is highly demanding and requires a great
deal of self-motivation, "people skills", and superb organizational abilities. Because the

I
F
I

Yo-Yo Ma

I
I

II I conducted by
Seiji Ozawa
:1
: I

I

Two prizes of $500 each for scholarly or critical essays
judged to be outstanding in any of the following fields or
in some interdisciplinary combination of them:

I
I

program also includes:

Mozart, Symphony No. 32
Brahms, Double Concerto
for Violin and Cello

Anthropology
Archaeology

r

Symphony Hall
Wednesday, April 6

Art History
Economic History
Film and Media Studies

i

with a pre-performance lecture

Lecture: 6:30pm
Concert: 7:30pm

History

History of Science and Technology
Literary Studies
Musicology
Philosophy
Politics
Women's Studies

I

!I

· Sign up IN PERSON ONLY with MIT Student

ID at the MIT Office of the Arts (E15-205) o
II
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· One ticket per MIT ID·
· Deposit will be refunded to with presentation
of ticket stub *

Rules and Guidelines are available from the
History Office, School of Humanities and Social Science,
Room E51-210, 253-9846. The submission deadline is
Thursday, April 7, 1994, 5:00 p.m.
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· Round-trip transportation provided only for
those attending the pre-concert lecture o
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At the box office or charge by phone 617-426-5225
CHARLE5 PLAYHOU_5E _eWAIRfENTON 5T.
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A team of two to three supervisors will be hired and will have the responsibility for
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M
iin the g _grand O'm'" - radIon
b
humor iss brainless
Nielsen'sNielsen's
NAKED GUN 33¼13:
TES FINAl

IINlIIIT

Directed by Peter Segal.
Written by Pat Proft, David Zucker,
and Robert LoCash.
StarringLeslie Nielsen, PriscillaPresley,
George Kennedy, O.J. Simpson,
and Fred TWard.
Loews Cheri.

but she takes advantage of her semi-clueless
character to create some light banter with
Nielsen and play off some of the situations as
well. For instance, her innocent longing to
have a baby, balanced with her no-nonsense
career as an attorney, is typified by a scene in
a courtroom where she is surrounded by people comforting their crying, puking infants. In
another scene, she leaves Frank after she suspects some infidelity and takes off cross-country with a friend, Thelma and Louise-style.

As with the former Naked Gun films, most
of the gags are justified by confrontations with
the villain, this time an imprisoned terrorist
explosives expert, Rocco (Fred Ward). When
Police Squad learns that something is afoot,
they lure Drebin out of retirement and a
househusband's domestic bliss to investigate.
His first lead takes him to a "health clinic,"
later revealed as a sperm bank, to obtain some
information from one of the criminal cohorts
named Tanya (supermodel and 1993 Playboy

By Scott Deskin
ASSOCIA TE ARTS EDITOR

ou can say this for the Naked Gun trilogy: it's not pretentious, and it
doesn't strive to be good art. But that
doesn't prevent its newest installment,
Naked Gun 33'l3, from poking fun at pictures
that typify art and pretentiousness. Case in
point: the first sequence of the film opens in a
train station with a long cascade of marble
steps. An obvious parody of Brian DePalma's
Untouchables, which itself was a nod to
Sergei Eisenstein's "Odessa Steps" sequence
in Battleship Potemkin, it sets the standard for
gags, jokes and pratfalls which crop up in the
rest of the film. The hapless Lieutenant Frank
Drebin (Leslie Nielsen) and his fellow officers
single-handedly try to save not one, but three
babies in carriages while battling irate mobY

sters, terrorists, and postal workers.

One would expect a film of this caliber to
go downhill quickly after such a sustained
comic opening, but it does surprisingly well
for itself. The plot (or semblance of plot) finds
Drebin finally married to his romantic interest

of the previous two films, Jane Spencer
(Priscilla Presley). Presley's no great actress,
f

I!

(Lesie
hisn)
Lt. Fr nk Drebs,

takes hostage his own-.wfe,

ae
.. Spee;ef-Drebi;

(Priscilla Presley), while attempting to thwart an unconscionable terrorist plot in
Naked Gun 33 1/3 The Fnal Insult.

Playmate of the Year Anna Nicole Smith). He
later goes undercover into prison with Rocco
to learn more of his plans and to act as one of
Rocco's accomplices in the breakout and the
bombing. All of the rapid-fire, hit-and-miss
amusements apply, but these scenes in prison
are probably the ones that glean most of the
magic from the Zucker-Abrams-Zucker mystique.
After the breakout, things go a little bit
downhill. The culmination of Rocco's efforts,
the bombing of the 66th Academy Awards, is
executed with too much finesse and glitz and
comes up short with the sight gags, eventually
resorting to Drebin crashing the festivities
with physical disaster and a heavy reliance on
bathroom humor. Probably most disappointing is that Fred Ward, a normally superb
actor, is wasted in his flat role as Rocco. The
other disappointments were George Kennedy
and O.J. Simpson as Drebin's inept partners at
Police Squad: Simpson, whose sadistically
funny brushes with accidental death in the
first two films provided additional amusement,
walks around cluelessly and humorlessly
(aside from the first sequence). Both actors
were simply given too little to work with in
this sequel and probably just came back for
the money.
However, if you like your comedies unsophisticated, and if you are a fan of the series,
Naked Gun 331/3 won't disappoint. The sheer
number of sight gags and cameo appearances
(including "Weird Al" Yankovic, in his third
"Naked Gun" role), along with "th e appeal of
Nielsen, makes for an equally good (and

mindless) effort. Just don't forget to check
your brain at the door.
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Volunteer now. And you'll make
someone's taxes less taxing later.
r

DOIN6TAXESCAH

MAE YOU FEEL GREAT.

I

ESPECIALLY

WHEN THETE
SOMEONE ELSES.

if you haIe a basic aptitude for math and the
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by volunteering your time and skills to people who
need help doing their taxes.
You'll be amazed by the return you'll get from
helping people with what taxes them.
80,000 people already have.
Join them.
To find out about the free IRS training program
that will teach you the ins and outs of preparing taxes,
-all 1-800424-i1040 now. A.--,, ffid|
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EATING RIGHT
IS HIGHLY
LOGICAL
AMERICAN
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CS First Boston has made a firm-wide commitment to
career development. That is just good common sense
because people are our most valuable asset. Our professional development program includes training, mentoring
and team responsibilities. And it provides employees with
the knowledge and experience needed to maximize the
opportunities they will find during their careers.
CS First Boston continues to be a leader in the investment banking community, developing innovative products
and services - consistently and successfully.
For more than 60 years, and in 20 countries
v. jEm worldwide, our employees - in areas including
Investment Banking, Public Finance, Sales and
.t
P^'b1
R Trading, and Research - have worked to help
' shape the face of global finance.
As you consider your first career move, set
|W
your sights on CS First Boston.
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Jim's
Salomon Brothers

by Jium

Quantitative Applications Analyst
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Salomon Brothers is an international investment banking firm that
makes markets in securities and provides a broad range of underwriting,
financial advisory and research services to governments, corporations,
and institutional investors.
The BOND PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS GROUP works with Sales, Trading and
Investment Banking to help Salomon Brothers' clients quantify and implement
investment, capital raising, hedging, and asset allocation strategies. The Group
concentrates on the quantitative aspects of fixed income assets and liabilities with
special focus on mortgages, interest rate and currency hedging, option valuation,
investment portfolio strategy, borrowing strategy, asset/liability management and
I

corporate

-issues.
-fiace

e use of ollr
t-h-,
ole i. t;o p -rmote

prilla,..,
A1,alyts,
.

state of the art computer models by our Sales and Trading professionals as well as
our clients.

REQUIREMENTS:
Academic Background:

M.B.A., M.S. or Ph.D. in a quantitative field such as Finance,
Statistics, Operations Research, Engineering, Mathematics or
Computer Science.

Additional Skills:

Strong analytical and interpersonal skills are required.
Knowledge of the financial markets .and/or computer
programming is a plus.

Resumes should be submitted ASAP to:
Joan Dolph
Salomon Brothers Inc
Bond Portfolio Analysis Group
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Call 1-800-FINDS NU (in Illinois, call 708-4915250), or fax (708-491-3660) or mail this coupon
to Summer Session '94, 2115 North Campus Drive,
Suite 162, Evanston, Illinois 60208-2650, for your
free copy of the Summer Session '94 catalog
(available in March).

Send the catalog to

O my home

O my school.

II

Name
School Address
City

State

Zip

Home Address

Civj

State

Zip

Northwestern is an equal opportunity educator and employer.
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New UROP Guidelines Upset Students, Faculty
UROP, from Page 1
employee benefits, but they don't
get employee benefits," McGavern
said.
Students, faculty dismayed
Both students and faculty agree
that the new policy will have serious
negative effects.
"It will kill the UROP program,"

said Sami M. Shalabi '97, who
holds a UROP at the Media Laboratory. "In a meeting last week at the
Media Lab, they mentioned that

-I

I-

****

ATTENTION

"I can no longer justify in my grants

UROPers will get too expensive to
mp-!,ly, and it ,,! hb cheoapr for
the Media Lab to employ only postdocs," he said.
"The latest decision to burden
UROP salaries with overhead and
benefit costs will have far-reaching
and very unpleasant consequences
for both students and faculty alike,"
said Professor Walter H. Lewin, in a
letter to the Faculty Newsletter.
He said overhead and employee
benefit costs will cause the cost of
each of his UROP students to jump
from about $6,000 to about $14,000.

- -----

--

tho hirino nf nn ilnderorrarhllte s$hl-

dent," he said.
"Two such UROP students
would be equivalent (financially) to
about one graduate student, yet one
graduate student in general produces
much more science," Lewin said.
"The result, therefore, will be that I
will no longer employ UROP students nor will I have senior thesis
students." In the past, Lewin has
employed three UROP students
each term.
"Our own UROP funds will be

--

affected," McGavern said. She fears
that under the new measures. the
UROP office will not be able to
maintain current UROP funding levels. The ability of the UROP office
to help fund students will be affected by how supervising faculty react
to the new rules, McGavem said.
"What are the faculty going to
do? Are they going to encourage
their students to work more during
June" while costs are still low, or
"are they going to ask [the] UROP
[office] to cover the cost?" asked
McGavern. "Are the faculty going

to give up [hiring undergraduates]?
We don't know;" she said. "How
much of all this we can cover with
our funds is hard to say."
The UROP office will still favor
students continuing a spring UROP
and students with a responsible
UROP track record. Faculty enthusiasm and willingness to help fund
students, support from the department UROP coordinator, and clear,
convincing proposals will also be
considered, according to the UROP
office guidelines.

e

1994 MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICANTS****

on:

Thursday, March 31
at 10:00 AM
in Room 4-163
If you have any questions, please call 253-4737 or drop by our
office in Room 12-185.
_-~~

~

--

.

~

March 23, during MI'T's spring

i;

.--.-
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On December 8, 1950, on the way back from a humanitarian trip to

Egypt, Everett Moore Baker, then Dean of Students at MIT, died when
his plane crashed onto the desert. During his tenure at the Institute he
made such impact on undergraduate life that the students of MIT wanted
to keep the memory of his name, his work, and his spirit alive, so that
generations of students who had never had to opportunity to meet this
man could remember his contributions to improving life at MIT.
Thus the Everett Moore Baker Memorial Foundation was born.
The purpose of the Foundation is to implement programs to
improve the life of undergraduate students. Among other legacies, the
Foundation helped to start Freshmen Associate Advising. More recently,
we were involved with advocating the placement of more signs around
the Institute to help freshmen, visitors, and others new to the campus, in
getting around our confusing system of interconnected buildings.
Perhaps the best-known of our current projects is the Everett Moore
Baker Awardfor Outstanding Teaching. It is fitting that the only teaching
award presented each year to faculty chosen by undergraduates bears the
name of Everett Moore Baker, for the quality of teaching at MIT has a
great impact on our undergraduate educational experience.
The life of a professor at MIT is not an easy one -- like students,
they often have to deal with pressure from many directions and juggle
their different academic responsibilities. Consider acknowledging your
professors that you feel have paid noteworthy attention to their teaching
responsibilities by nominating them for the Baker Teaching Award.
Nomination forms will be arriving in your mailbox soon. If you
have any questions, are interested in joining the Baker Foundation,
have any project ideas which you would like to see carried out, or

would like to email your nomination to us, please contact the
Foundation members at baker_foundation@mit. edu.

Nominations must be RECEIVED by: Friday, April 8TH
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However, Janel assured residents
that the ground water contamination
will not affect residents' drinking
water, which comes from the Quabbin Reservoir in western Massachusetts.
Huntington residents first
learned of the contamination issue
on March 16 in a memorandum
from Paul McCalffrey, vice president of student affairs at MCA. The

and the Award for Outstanding Teachin
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Everett Moore Baker Memorial Foundation
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results of the tests were presented at
a mandatory residents' meeting on

~I

-

Z
C
.

Huntington, from Page I

break.
In his letter, Eisenmann said that
MIcCffrey -pologized for schedul ing the meeting during the break,
and has offered to hold another
meeting.

-----
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we don't know

what's going on," said Huntington
resident and Undergraduate Associate Vice President Anne S. Tsao
'94. Some Huntington residents
"just don't understand the impact of
all of this," Tsao said.
While there have been health
problems, it is "too hard to say if
these health issues are related" to
the air contamination, Tsao said.
Possible side effects of the contamination include dryness of the eyes
and throat and sinus problems, she
said.
"I see the problem as something
that needs to be looked at. We only
did one sample, so we have to do
some additional sampling to see if
that is a valid number," Janel said.
Wentworth plans to test five additional locations today, she said.
Environmental Medical Services
Director Charles E. Billings said his
office is analyzing further tests performed by MIT last Thursday. They
will determine the level of contamination and decide on "the next logical course of action" in consultation
with the housing office, MIT administrators, and students, Billings said.
Eisenmann said that MIT would
be "more aware of this kind of thing
as a potential concern" when buying
or leasing dormitory space in the
future.
High benzene levels
A benzene concentration of one
part per billion was found in the
tested television room. The Massachusetts allowable ambient limit for
benzene is 0.04 parts per billion,
according to Janel. The concentrations of the other chemicals were
within the limits.
However, the allowable ambient
limit for benzene is based on a lifetime exposure - 24 hours a day,
365 days a year, for 70 years, Janel

said. "For workers who might
encounter benzene on the job, the
allowable exposure level for 40
hours is one part per million," Janel
said, which might reflect a more
accurate allowable exposure level
for students.
The allowable level for workers,
.. ,.;c ;is 1.000 44
h;ighr than the
levels found at Huntington, is "not
expected to produce any negative

-
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"We [MIT] first heard about [the
testing] this past Tuesday afternoon," Eisenmann said. "it did take
a long time for the information to
get to MIT."
"Honestly,

-

i

MITNot Told ofLeak
At Beginning of Lease

The Office of Career Services and Preprofessional Advising will be
holding a meeting on the "Application
Process" for those of
you who are applying to medical school this year.
It will be held

-I

E

health effects in workers," Janel
said.
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Haircutting for Men and Women
Monday thru Friday 9:15 to 5:15

I
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(Appointments Avail. Thurs. Evenings 5 to 8)

238s VaiCn Street, Cambridge, MA 02142
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FIND OUT IF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL

(617) 876-1221
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IS FOR YOU!

ECONOMICS
OPEN HOUSE

Major in Civil Engineering
e
Major
in Environmental Engineering Science
PbMinor in Civil Engineering
*Minor in Environmental Engineering Science

e

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30
4:00-5:00
E52-244

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERiNG

All Undergraduates Welcome

FRESHMAN OPEN HOUSE

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL
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Come meet our faculty and
undergraduate majors

THURSDAY. MARCH-31, 1994
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11 AM TO I PM

Refreshments served
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Mezzanine Lounge
(W20, 3rd Floor)
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Prudential Securities incorporated is now offering career opportunities to
distinguished candidates in its Financial Strategies Group (FSG). FSG, an
integral element of the firm's Capital Markets Group, isseeking Analysts with
degrees in one of the quantitative/scientific disciplines such as Computer
Science, Engineering, Physics, Applied Math, Statistics or Finance. We are not
offering training-program positions, but rather full-time career opportunities.
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IF YOU'RE TRAVELING ON ANY OF
THESE AIRLINES.. e
American, United, Continental, Delta, 1WA, Northwest, USAir,
British Air, Qantas, Air Canada, Iberia, Lufthansa, Swissair,
Air India, El Al, Icelandair, Alitalia, Aer Lingus, Viasa, or even
i

S _i$s~b

The growth of new and derivative financial instruments in today's
fixed-income markets has motivated thefinancial-servicesindustry to
look to sophisticated analytics and computer models when making
trading decisions. Thus competitive Wall-Street firms now boastfixed income research and quantitative-analysis departments that work with
the various sales, tradingand investment-banking areas to structure,
analyze, issue, trade and sell complex fixed-income products.

PURCHASE YOUR PASSPORT PHOTOS AND
EURAIL PASSES FROM US
''

i

E

I

I

THOMAS COOK/CRIMSON isan official authorized agent for
all airlines and there isno extra charge when you pick up your
tickets at THOMAS COOK/CRIMSON!
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CRIMSON TRAVEL
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One Broadway , CAMBRIDGE
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Piuzza
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I

Ticketing Service

I

Psizza
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Airline Reservations &

3

I

Pizza Psizz

FREE?

I
I
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An Analyst's responsibilities might include such activities as analyzing and
structuring primary-market transactions using mortgages or other assets as
collateral; marketing new techniques and products for portfolio management, hedging and arbitrage -- such as with futures, options and swaps;
conducting research and analyses of the capital markets, with emphasis on
the relative value of mortgage securities and on the behavior of all fixedincome instruments.

shuttle flights.
AVOID IONG I!MES AT THE AIRPORT, MA.KE

YOUR RESERVATIONS AND PICK UP YOUR
I
TICKETS AT THOMAS COOK/CRIMSON.

Please send a cover letter and resume to Mr. Scott Gelber, Prudential SecuriPlaza, New Yorkl Nm 10292.
e
ties Incorporated, On Seaport

~~~~~~haaa
------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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CRIiMSOQN TRAVEL
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Prudential Securities Incorporated Is An Equal Opportunity Employer.

One Broadway * CAMBRIDGE
Open Monday - Friday 8:30 am-5:00 pm
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Kosher Kitchen, Walker Memorial Room 50-007.
w

0

Lunches ($7.65) Tuesdays to Friday, 12:00 to 2:00 p.m.
Saturday to Sunday, 1:30 p.m. *
Dinners ($8.50)Tuesday to Thursday, 5:00 to 7:00 p.m.
Friday to Saturday, 6:30 p.m. *

ments to have representatives," he
said. The GSC also needs to make
being a representative "more attractive."

seminars.

PASSOVER BAKE SALE
Lobby 10

10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

PASSOVER FOODS
Kosher for Passover food can be purchased at area stores such as LeVerde's,
Cambridge Stop & Shop and the Butcherie in Brookline.

For further information contact M.I.T. Hillel #253-2982

is

,,
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Treaurer and Secretary
Patrick S. Wojdowski G is the
only candidate for treasurer. He
does not have any specific platform,
but said his priority, if elected,
would be to sponsor many activities
to "get graduate students together,"
and to address their concerns as they

Vice President
GSC Vice Presidential candidate
Joseph J. Bambenek's principal
motivation is to "help make MIT
better," he said. His priorities would
be to fill graduate student vacancies
on Institute committees, "fill the
gaps," and help out in other GSC
efforts. Hle would also like to have
graduate dormitories fitted with ethernet connections.
Assef A. Zobian G said he feels
that being vice president can be less
time-consuming than being president, but is still effective. He also
would like to increase student
involvement in the GSC, but recognizes that many don't participate
because they "feel a high level of
satisfaction" with things as they cur-

wI

ee

__

rently are.
Zobian supports the notion of
department level councils, saying
they could organize such things as
social and sports events and career

GSC, from Page I

Contact the Kosher Kitchen for more information, #253-2987
The K.K. is under the supervision of the Va'ad Harabbonim of MA
* Prepaid reservations are required by Wednesday for these meals.

March 31

March 29, 1994

Candidates Promise
Fun, Academic Goals

row..010
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PASSOVER MEALS
March 29 to April 3
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Susan L. Ipri G is the sole candidate for secretary. She said she
would strive for "improved involvement and awareness of the GSC on
campus" and make the GSC a genuine representative of the student
body.
Ipri advocates printing a monthly
newsletter to keep students aware of
GSC issues and activities. She also
cited weekly Tech advertisements as
being instrumental in keeping students informed.
Ipri also feels that the GSC's
focus should be more toward academic and policy issues. She sees
health care aqnd the source and management of RA support among
important upcoming issues.
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Before

Their Child Is
Even Born.
According to the
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surgeon general,
smoking by a pregnant
woman may result in a
child's premature birth,
low birth weight and
fetal TI
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Policies
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Advertising
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Bill

Hjil

Classified ads are due at 5 p.m. two days before day
of publication, and must be prepaid and accompanied
by a complete address and phone number. Send or
bring ads, with payment, to W20-483 (84 Mass. Ave.,
Room 483, Cambridge, MA 02139). Account numbers

M Travel

Housing

E
0 Services Oftred lnformation
N Positions
0 Lost
Wanted
& Found
FE clubs

Help Wanted

N

i

i

&.

10 or more insertions .....................$2.10

for MIT departments accepted. Sorry, no 'personal'

~~ads..
Contart our office for more details at 258-8324

[] For Sale WllateLus

H Events

Rates per Insertion per unit of 35 words
MIT community.
1 insertion ..................................... $3.00
2-3 insertions ................................ $2.75
4-5 insertions ................................ $2.50
6-9 insertions ................................ $2.25

(fax: 258-8226) or adsLthe-tech.mit.edu.

All other advertisers................................... $5.00

Teach English in Japan: We train you
^Qtoteach individuals and small

Summer Jobs: $9.10/hr. or
commission. Advertising sales. Sales

Sublet house or apartment from [
approximately May 30 to Labor Day

groups.
YoLr
students
are
See It! Try It! Get It! Friday, April 1,
Bush Room 10-105, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
enthusiastic and respectful adults.
Join MIT ResNet and Apple Computer C
nowl
of Jape
is
No3510
representatives as they demonstrate
required. Advanced degree holders
how to connect your computer to the
are especially welcome. One year
campus network.
renewable contract pays ¥3 million.
SEnd letter and resume to: Mr.
Architecture Culture and Technology
Lectures: March 30: Nader Ardalan,
Evans, Bi-Lingual Corporation, 500
Principal, Jung-Brannen International,
Ffth Avenue, Suite 2140, New York,

experience helpful but not necessary.
Training provided. Work close to MIT.
Call Steve Gorman at (800) 469fkowr details & applications.

for Boston Globe reporting interns.
Multiple person dwellings only.
Please contact Gina Maniscalco,1
Asst. to Editor,ch®

"Transcendental Architecture," 6
p.m., Bldg 3-133. March 31: James

R5033.your

''~~UwW~

m

New
New

Lotions
Rnglae
England,

NY 10110.

Cramer, CEO & Vice President, AIA, [] Help Wanted
An
Practice:
'Architecture
Cruise Ships Now Hiring: Earn up to
International Perspective," 6 p.m.,

et.

yuleaprbmsMyofcis

chance to get involved and have fun

legal problems. My office s
conveniently located in downtown
Boston, just minutes from MiT via the

at the same time! Volunteer
opportunities available for R/O

S Help Wanted

MBTA. Ir

Wanted: Creative and technically

pol

i

high

negaut
poiin
Estherr
Attorney
call estate,
litigation,
acdents tiio
at family
law, real
toofl
flill
uindrgpfraduiate
~rorficient
analyst position

5 Help ... ,,..ted

n Full-time
Land-Toummer c
cl5 4.t__Spra
travel.
Summer
& Full-time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C5033.

Interlaken Capital, Inc., a principal
investment firm located in Greenwich,
CT . For more information please refer
to the job books at the Career
Services Office or call Daniel Cromie
at (203) 629-8750.

Horwich at 523-1150,
initial consultation.
Proofreading/Editing
student with proofreading
experience. Especially

Kaplan, the nation's largest test
prep organization, is seeking grad
school students with excellent
t
S
scores to teach our curriculum in the

r For Sale
_
st5fper
Uff for Sae: Women's shoes'
Brown leather shoe-boots w/side

structure of arguments, improving
clarity of writing, and ESL writers.
hour, depending on job.
CalS Maria, 617-262-2170.
C-262-

Boston Area. Send resume and

zippers, size 10B, never worn, $20;

Study Skills Workshops: "Test

pTh

Turs.,March31

29, 7 p.m., 4-163.

_______

Faculty Resumes, 142 Berkeley St.,

Boston,
children's
Counselors for prestigious
Couseorsfo
hilre's
prstgios
66077.MA
summer camp in Maine who possess
266-0774
strong skills in tennis, baseball,
upon receipt
lacrosse, fishing, archery, crew,
Sdt

size 8 1/2 B, worn once, $15. Black

v,uu en

drse,

Itrirr
Student

evcs
Worker

uisicue
Needed

EHuigEGek
g
uigSciences

riding, gymnastics, art, piano, drama,
swima,

users, preparing books for mail.AprmnsStdinoefou

for

Interlibrary Services. Duties include
processing ILB books, notifying

surfing, sailing, canoeing, kayaking,
martial arts, basketball, horseback

Grenhous

s'

s 9r~~~w^.
«

Dept. of Brain & Cognitive Sciences
seeks subjects whose first language
is American Engiish for exciting
psycholinguistic research. Pays $3
for 15 minutes. Call Marie at 253-

8408

uate'AademicAfairs.

ji~~~niJ^^B

I

send

or

seeks subjects with various

E

for
linguistic
backgrounds
experiments about all kinds of cool

$50-$250 for

stuff that pay some amount of money
^
g ^
^hrxcc
mail to mollylab@psyche.mit.edu for
a questionnaire and details.

BS~8 flo'sr^

Account numbers accepted from MIT departments

ALWAYS ON THIS PAGE: One tum away from the back of the paper
NEW LOW RATES: As low as $2.10 per day, the most economical way to reach
15,000 members of the MIT community
FOR )ETA IS:

Contact our advertising office

aflt

258

-TECH (fax 258-8226; e-mail

adsgthe-tech.mit.edu)
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Repeat marks
42 Symbols of peace
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Golfers Sam and J.C.
Wigwams
Whine
Cut
Dries again
Type of yarn
Certain trucks
Chamberlain, et al.
"When I was a

33 Greek nickname
36 Lettuce variety|
37 Mean

38 Newspaper section
39 Crown

40 Run
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47 Inspected before

iPerformed
11i
Wading bird
Instructor
Certain lodge

48 Type of energy

member

52 Ponderosa --

8 Dismounted
9 John Passos
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e-mail

Donate Your Lie Brain, Part if The
Department of Brain & Cognitive
esksetwhv
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yourself plus up to $500 for your
club! This fundraiser costs n
nothing
and lasts one week. Call now and
receive a free gift. 1-800-932-0528,
ext. 65.

l
oor plans; workout in the
f unique
prepardayg bookswek
ousrs:2hours
Hours: 2 hours per day, 5 days week
healthclub; relax by the pool; cram
for exams in our library. Register for
for a total of 10 hours. $6.85/hr.
summer/fall occupancy. Call (617)
Contact Michael Pavelecky, 3-5684;
267-6777.
michael@mit.edu

a.pndo,
ridinoe tripnastic,
canoe trip leader, and WSI swim
instructor. References and interview
required. Telephone: (617) 7211443, M-F, 8:30-5:00.

Graduate
and editing
good with
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. B ..Greeks
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Luxury Living
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Donate Your Live Brain to Science!
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254 9819
617-254-2819.

Volunteer Oportunities
Be a Part of R/O '94! Here's your

an
I am
Problems?
ced attorney and a graduate
orof MIT
wwill who withorkyou to solve

call 258-843 8.Forhiore

104/3. Due:

AirHitch)

Legal

Bldg 3-133. For more information,

Associate Advisors: Work closely
with a member of the faculty/staff,
help freshmen adjust to MIT's social
and academic demands, impart
wisdom and become a role model.
in UAA, 7Appiicationns avai/lable
Applications available in UAA, 7-

.

fer

f
Services
O

--------------------

--------------------

Coast to Coast: 129; Carib/Mexico:

Sevies Offered

details, call: 1-800-807-5950 ext.

Jung-Brannen
Principal,
International,

Catch a Jot! Europe only $169;

Call for program descriptions!

Metro Marketing Group.
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Summer Resort Jobs: Earn to
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Travel

robbing

50 Shows excessive
fondness
53 Prefix: foreign
56 Nothing
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Summer Program Office
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of Summer,
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Brandeis University
P.O. Box 91 10
Waltham, MA 02254-91 i 0
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Voicetek designs, manufactures, and markets voice processing
products, including an object-oriented applications development
and deployment software platform. With 555+ systems installed
worldwide, and over 40 different types of messaging applications
running on our systems, Voicetek leads the market throughout
the United States and overseas. As we continue to grow and
increase our product line, well be looking for talented engineers
who want to work on cutting-edge technologies from the very
start of their careers. If you have the motivation to be a key contributor, consider joining us at our Chelmsford, MA office.

Or y__l

i~~~~~~~i~

I
muficw

As a member of our Systems Team, you will develop interactive
voice response systems using the SCO UNIX platform. We require
familiarity with UNIX, inter-process communications and shell programming, along with a BSEE/BSCS or equivalent experience (developing related software using modem programming techniques in C
and UNIX). The ability to communicate efficiently and work well
with others on team-oriented projects will add to your profile.

aVIURE

'I-

lB^
ub

,KAPLATET
1-800-KAP-TE

Restrictions apply

UNIX is a registered trademark of Unix Systems laboratories, Irc.
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One-on-one tutoring
at no extra charge

On campus interviews will be held on April 1st, to schedule an
interview please contact the Career Services Office.
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Do you want to participatein the making of the next MICROSOFT?

BRAINSTORM TECHNOLOGIES
THE LEADER IN GROUPWARE DATA ACCESS

·

High-tech startup, based in Cambridge, MA, was founded in 1992 by two MIT alumni.

*

Seeks high bandwidth individuals to work in product development and consulting.

·

Close-knit development teams pushing the envelope of future technologies.

*

Work with cutting edge technologies: Workgroup computing, OLE, Object Oriented programming and Lotus Notes.

·

BS/MS VI-3 or equivalent computer experience.

·

Background in C/Microsoft Windows, RDBMS and/or Lotus Notes.

·

Contact:

-.1

Irfan Virk
Brainstorm Technologies

24 Thornmdike Street, 4th Floor
Cambridge, MA 02141
(617)492-3399
Fax: (617)492-9126
piI

Sign-up for on-campus interview on. Thursday March 31, 1994.
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Four years ago a group of ambitious RSanford undergrads set out to prove they could do anything th y set their minds to. They started

Trilogy and assembled a team of the most talented, creative and dedicated people they knew. Together they developed a software
product that is revolutionizing the way high technology companies do business.
Trilogy, now headquartered in Austin, TX., was also chosen as one of Fortune's 25 Coolest Companies in 1993. And we're looking
for people who will help us stay that way!
This is where you (and the money) come in.
Stop and think of the greatest people you know: the person in your study group who always had the answer before anyone else, the
person on your I.M. team who never "dropped the ball," the person who already has ten Job offers...
Then take action! Sendlfax/e-mail a copy of your friend's resume along with a letter telling us why your friend is destined to be
Trilogy's next superstar to Christine D'Angelo at the addresses below. If we hire that person based on your introduction we'll send
you $1000. No strings attached.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS
Development
Does your friend dread the thought of spending the next 12 months writing code to reposition icons on a toolbar? Would your friend
be eager to take on the responsibility of owning a critical piece of a "bleeding" edge software product? Trilogy's Development Team
is an eclectic group, made up of college drop-outs, PhD's, and everything else in between. They work long, intense hours to solve
problems that no one has figured out.

Consulting
Does your friend make complex logic puzzles seem like dot-to-dots? Trilogy's Consulting Team builds mission-critical software
systems that obsolete hundred million dollar projects of the Fortune 500. They consult powerful corporate executives on how to

change the way they do business and use the latest object-oriented, client-server technologies to make it happen overnight.

Sales and Marketing
Could your friend come up with more innovative and aggressive recruiting campaign than this one? Trilogy's Sales and Marketing
Team regularly closed multi-million dollar deals, convincing CEO's to make their largest capital expenditure on Trilogy.

Deadlinefor Nominations: April 7
Send/fax/email nominations to: Christine D'Angelo, Trilogy Development Group, 6034 W. Courtyard Drive, Suite 130, Austin, TX,
78730. Fax: 512-794-8900. Email: dangelo@TRILOGY.com. Recommendations will be rewarded on a first come, first serve basis.
(i.e. only $1000 per person hired)

Don 't get lost. Come to Trilogy and have an impact.
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